
Dear Parents, 

On Tuesday, at at school-wide assembly, students learned this year's theme 
for the coming holiday season, Christmas Around the World! as well as the 
way we will celebrate it at Beacon this year.  Our PYP Christmas program 
highlights the many different, if equally meaningful and festive ways, to 
celebrate this blessed feast around the world.  Within our school community, 
we also acknowledge other faith traditions and those who work to bring truth 
and light to the world beyond the context of religious traditions.  

The Giving Tree is a central part of our Christmas celebration, a way for our 
community to collectively share with those less fortunate.  Our tree is up in 
Reception, as beautifully decorated by BPA, including now recipient cards 
with suggested gifts for this year's beneficiaries: St. Rita Orphanage, Joseph 
Gualandi School for the Hearing Impaired and GABES.  Today's Thanksgiving 
Garage Sale, organized and hosted by our BPA, has given our non-academic 
staff and teachers opportunities to purchase donated items in a bazaar-like 
setting here at school, while raising funds for future donations back to the 
school!  A team of our youngest students won an award at Kiddo-preneurs 
Bazaar last weekend, and have donated half of their earnings back to Beacon to help honor our non-
academic staff for Christmas.  More details about this event and the activities to come can be found within this 
newsletter.  

Also within this issue of Beacon Inquirer, we highlight achievements of our students for both individual and 
team sports.  We applaud them and all Beacon students who are working toward improving their skills and 
in many cases excelling in a wide range of co-curricular activities both here at Beacon and through other 
programs: the visual arts, music, robotics, sports, service, culinary arts, dance, and more.   

We are grateful to have the Multi Purpose Gym completed this early in the year for student use for PE, 
recreation, and Sports After School. Mrs. Pilar Lorenzo, one of our trustees, together with the BPA, and 
in cooperation with Silverlens, have conceptualized a fundraising drive to help retrofit the gym.  The effort 
culminates in a Silent Art Auction of Beacon student work on exhibit at Silverlens on April 23rd.  StuCo 
members, Kendra M. and Tobey H., presented this opportunity to students at Tuesday's assembly.  Details 
about this event have been shared separately, and are also included in this issue.  Some students have 
already expressed interest to enter their artwork.  The holiday break will give them an opportunity to begin!   

For now, here is to a wonderful holiday season ahead!  May the peace of Christmas also accompany the 
many ways it will be celebrated!  

          Sincerely,

          Mary Chua, Dean of School

The Beacon School
A Filipino Community IB World School

Friday, 1 December 2017

29 Nov-15 Dec Christmas Celebration, details next page
Wed, 6 Dec Early Student Release: K-G2=12:00 nn,   
 G3-8=12:30 pm
 Parent Coffee with David Gleason, 8-10am
 Teachers Prof. Development, afternoon

Thu, 7 Dec BPA Bake Sale, PYP Corridor, 8:00 am
 MYP Mixer, Auditorium, 5-8:00 pm  
Fri, 15 Dec Early Dismissal: K-2=12nn, G3-8=12:30 pm
16 Dec-2 Jan Christmas Break
Wed, 3 Jan 2018 Classes Resume

C O M I N G  E V E N T S

The Beacon Inquirer

http://beaconschool.ph
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The countdown to Christmas has begun!  

As we celebrate the coming holiday season with the theme, “Christmas Around the World,” we focus 
on the different ways Christmas is celebrated.  In line with this theme, each PYP grade level has been 
working hard to learn and perform Christmas songs from different countries.  They will be sharing these 
songs with you during the PYP Christmas Musical Play. 

To kick off the festivities, there will be an assembly for students on Tuesday, 28 November.  Other events 
are also scheduled this month to keep the holiday cheer going.  The events and their details are listed 
below.  Please also see the calendar of activities at the end of this letter. 

I. THE GIVING TREE 
The Giving Tree is a Beacon tradition.  Every year you will find a Christmas tree by the Reception area, 
decorated with ornaments made by teachers and students.  Written on the back of each ornament 
are things needed by the organizations we have chosen to help. Students and parents may pick an 
ornament from the tree starting on December 1.  You may place your chosen gift under the Giving Tree 
until December 12.  Listed below is information about the beneficiaries this year:

• St. Rita Orphanage, originally known as Home of Children - This orphanage is an apostolate of the 
Congregation of the Augustinian Recollect Sisters.  It is a home to 16 babies and 10 toddlers. It is 
located in Sucat, Paranaque City.  

• Joseph Gualandi School for Hearing Impaired - Located at #861 Tropical Ave. in B.F. Homes, Las 
Piñas City, this is a non-stock, non-profit, and non-government preschool dedicated to the holistic 
development of children with hearing loss who come from poor families, some even abandoned by 
their own parents and left at the center/pre-school.  

• Gat Andres Bonifacio Elementary School - “GABES” is our neighboring public school community of 
1500 elementary students.  

II. SPIRIT WEEK 
Spirit Week will be on December 11 and 13.  Students are encouraged to dress up according to the 
theme for the day.  Themes are as follows: 

• Monday, 11 December - Christmas socks 

• Wednesday, 13 December - Christmas accessories (hats, necklaces, belts, headpieces, ties, 
etc.) 

III. CHRISTMAS CAROLING 
On December 4 and 5, some students and teachers will serenade us with Christmas carols at the 
Reception area at 3:20 pm.

IV. CHRISTMAS FUNDRAISING EVENTS
Every year, through fundraising activities at Christmas time, and with the generous help of the BPA, 
we are able to put together baskets filled with goodies - our gifts of gratitude - for all our custodians, 
guards, and non-academic staff who continuously support the school in a multitude of ways.  Here are 
the fundraising events this year: 

• Christmas Raffle - A variety of prizes will be raffled off, including gift certificates, toys, movie 
tickets, sweets, and fun activities that are sponsored by the teachers.  Raffle tickets can be bought 
at P100 for 3 or P40 for one. They can be purchased from students’ homeroom teachers, or from 
Ms. Myra, our cashier.  Tickets will be sold starting November 29 until December 7.  The draw will 
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be on December 11.  The class that sells the most tickets will win a pizza and ice cream party.  

• Flag Tag - This game of Teachers vs. Students will be held after school in Beacon on Tuesday,     
5 December.  There will be a donation of P100 to join the game. 

V. CHRISTMAS CONCERT 
To highlight our Christmas celebration this year, the Beacon School is presenting a Christmas play 
entitled “Christmas Around the World.” Both shows are at 8:30 am.  Please note that all levels will 
perform at both shows.  Because of the limited number of seats in the auditorium, parents are 
requested to watch the show on the assigned date for their child’s grade level. 

The shows are as follows:

• Thursday, 14 December: audiences of PreK to Grade 1 students

• Friday, 15 December: audiences of Grade 2 to Grade 5 students

For those who are unable to come and watch the show, the play will be available on our community 
webpage for viewing later.  As well, we will endeavor to show it via live streaming via the Beacon 
YouTube channel, though this is dependent on conditions external to Beacon, i.e. potential 
interruptions, diminished capacity to our fiber optic connection. 

A list of costumes for the students follows this letter. Kindly refer to this list for the costume your child 
is requested to wear for the show.  Photos of country costume accessories are provided as a guideline 
and if the authentic item is not readily available, approximations of the items or homemade versions are 
acceptable.

VI. CHRISTMAS SALU-SALO 
Finally, join us for our Christmas Salu-Salo on Friday, 15 December 2017.  The Salu-Salo will take 
place after the Christmas Concert.  Let us come together to enjoy this feast generously prepared by the 
BPA.  

Dismissal for K-2 will be at 12nn, G3-8 at 12:30 pm; regular dismissal for PreK. 

        - Christmas Committee

The Beacon School
A Filipino Community IB World School  

You are invited to a Parent Coffee with
 

Dr. David Gleason

"When School Expectations and Student Abilities Collide."

Wednesday, 6 December, 8-10:00 am, The Beacon School Auditorium

Dr. David Gleason is a clinical psychologist with over 25 years of providing counseling, consulting 
and neuropsychological assessment services within independent and international schools. Dr. Gleason 
has taught psychology courses at the secondary, undergraduate and graduate levels and has presented 

professional workshops and seminars at numerous schools, national conferences in the 
US, and at many international conferences in Asia.
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On Saturday, 25 November, a group of Beacon students joined the Kiddo-preneur Bazaar at the Alabang 
Town Center.  The Kiddo-preneur Bazaar, which was established in 2011, is an annual event where kids 
ages 4-17, get to become entrepreneurs.

Kiddo-preneur was launched by a fellow Beacon mom, Maiki Oreta and her daughter Brielle with the 
mission to help kids learn on how to earn, save, invest and donate through its events. 

This year, the following Beacon students put their ideas together and collaborated to sell Ho Ho Ho! 
Holiday Playdough,  a crafty jar with homemade Holiday colored, scented play dough with a rolling pin and 
a dough cutter either in gingerbread man or Christmas tree.

Athena L.
Isabel and Alexa D.

Alexa L.
Alexa C.

Ivana and Zaira M.

 Their idea won Best Concept! Additionally, the girls decided to donate half of their earnings to the 
Christmas budget of Beacon’s non-academic staff. 

Congratulations and Thank You Kiddo-preneurs!

    DJ Leonardia, Christmas Committee, Michelle Dizon, Gary Genil, Coach Ricky,  
IT Staff, Cat Ledesma, Mrs. Sanj Licaros and Mrs. Ginger Aglipay

 TO THE FOLLOWING WHO CONTRIBUTED TO THIS ISSUE: 
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Guidance

 

Connection is as essential to us parents as it is to our children. 

By: Laura Markham, PhD

“I can’t believe how things with my daughter have turned 
around since I started focusing on connection.” — Zoe

We all crave those close moments with our children that melt our hearts. Connection is as essential to us 
as it is to our children. When our relationship is strong, it’s also sweet, so we receive as much as we give. 
That’s what makes parenting worth all the sacrifices.

That connection is also the only reason children willingly follow our rules. Kids who feel strongly connected 
to their parents want to cooperate, if they can. They’ll still act like kids, which means their emotions will 
sometimes overwhelm their still-growing prefrontal cortex. But when they trust us to understand and to be 
on their side, they’re motivated to follow our lead.

Researchers remind us that we need five positive interactions to each negative interaction to keep 
a relationship healthy. And since we spend so much time guiding — a.k.a. correcting, reminding, scolding, 
criticizing, nagging, and yelling — it’s important to make sure that we spend five times as much time in 
positive connection.

But we’re only human. There are days when all we can do is meet our children’s most basic needs. Some 
days it’s nothing short of heroic simply to feed them, bathe them, keep an encouraging tone, and get them 
to sleep at a reasonable hour — just so we can do it all over again tomorrow.

So given that parenting is the toughest job we have — and that we often do it in our spare time, after 
being separated all day — the only way to keep a strong bond with our children is to build in daily habits of 
connection. Here are 10 that don’t add time to your day, but do add connection — and could change your 
life.

1. Aim for 12 hugs (or physical connections) every day.
As family therapist Virginia Satir famously said, “We need 4 hugs a day for survival. We need 8 hugs a day 
for maintenance. We need 12 hugs a day for growth.” 

Snuggle your child first thing in the morning for a few minutes, and last thing at night. Hug when you say 
goodbye, when you’re re-united, and often in between. Tousle hair, pat backs, rub shoulders. Make eye 
contact and smile, which is a different kind of touch. If your tween or teen rebuffs your advances when she 
first walks in the door, realize that with older kids you have to ease into the connection. Get her settled with 
a cool drink, and chat as you give a foot rub. (Seem like going above and beyond? It’s a foolproof way to 
hear what happened in her life today. You’ll find yourself glad, many times, if you prioritize that.)

2. Play.
Laughter and rough-housing keep you connected with your child by stimulating endorphins and oxytocin 
in both of you. Making laughter a daily habit also gives your child a chance to laugh out the anxieties and 
upsets that otherwise make him feel disconnected — and more likely to act out. And play helps kids want 
to cooperate. Which is likely to work better?: “Come eat your breakfast now!” or “Little Gorilla, it’s time for 
breakfast — Look, you have bugs and bananas on your oatmeal!”

3. Turn off technology when you interact.
Your child will remember for the rest of her life that she was important enough to her parents that they 
turned off their phone to listen to her. Even turning off music in the car can be a powerful invitation to 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/parenting
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/teamwork
https://www.psychologytoday.com/therapy-types/acceptance-and-commitment-therapy
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/sleep
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/laughter
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/oxytocin
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connect, because the lack of eye contact in a car takes the pressure off, so kids 
(and adults) are more likely to open up and share.

4. Connect before transitions. 
Kids have a hard time transitioning from one thing to another. If you look him in 
the eye, use his name, and connect with him, then get him giggling, you’ll make 
sure he has the inner resources to manage himself through a transition.

5. Make time for one-on-one time.
Do whatever you need to do to schedule 15 minutes with each child, separately, 
every day. Alternate doing what your child wants and doing what you want during 
that time. On her days, just pour your love into her and let her direct. On your 
days resist the urge to structure the time with activities. Instead, try any physical 
activity or game that gets her laughing. 

6. Welcome emotion.
Sure, it’s inconvenient. But your child needs to express his emotions or they’ll drive his behavior. 
Besides, this is an opportunity to help your child heal those upsets, which will bring you closer. So 
summon up your compassion, don’t let the anger trigger you, and welcome the tears and fears that 
always hide behind the anger. Remember that you’re the one he trusts enough to cry with, and 
breathe your way through it. Just acknowledge all those feelings and offer understanding of the pain. 
Afterward, he’ll feel more relaxed, cooperative, and closer to you. (Yes, this is really hard. Regulating 
our own emotions in the face of a child’s upset is one of the hardest parts of parenting. But that 
doesn’t mean we’re excused from trying.)

7. Listen, and Empathize.
Connection starts with listening. Bite your tongue if you need to, except to say, “Wow!....I see....
Really?...How was that for you?...Tell me more...” 

The habit of seeing things from your child’s perspective will ensure that you treat her with respect and 
look for win/win solutions. It will help you see the reasons for behavior that would otherwise drive you 
crazy. And it will help you regulate your own emotions so when your buttons get pushed and you find 
yourself in “fight or flight,” your child doesn’t look so much like the enemy.

8. Slow down and savor the moment.
You aren’t just rushing your child through the schedule so you can spend a few minutes with him 
before bed. Every interaction all day long is an opportunity to connect. Slow down and share the 
moment: Let him smell the strawberries before you put them in the smoothie. When you’re helping 
him wash his hands, put yours in the running water with his, and share the cool rush of the water. 
Smell his hair. Listen to his laughter. Look him in the eyes and meet him heart to open heart, sharing 
that big love. Connect in the magnificence of the present moment — which is really the only way 
we can connect. (For most parents, this is also the secret to being able to tolerate playing that same 
game, yet again.) 

9. Bedtime snuggle and chat. 
Set your child›s bedtime a wee bit earlier with the assumption that you›ll spend some time visiting and 
snuggling in the dark. Those companionable, safe moments of connection invite whatever your child 
is currently grappling with to the surface, whether it›s something that happened at school, the way 
you snapped at her this morning, or her worries about tomorrow›s field trip. Do you have to resolve 
her problem right then? No. Just listen. Acknowledge feelings. Reassure your child that you hear 
her concern, and that you›ll solve it together tomorrow. The next day, be sure to follow up. You›ll be 
amazed how your relationship with your child deepens. And don›t give this habit up as your child gets 
older. Late at night is often the only time teens will open up.

10. Show up.
Most of us go through life half-present. But your child has only about 900 weeks of childhood with 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/relationships
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/anger
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/empathy
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/scent
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/child-development
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you before he leaves your home. He’ll be gone before you know it. Try this as a practice: When you’re 
interacting with your child, show up 100 percent. Just be right here, right now, and let everything else 
go. You won’t be able pull this off all the time. But if you make it a habit several times a day, you’ll find 
yourself shifting into presence more and more often, because you’ll find it creates those moments with 
your child that make your heart melt.

Source: Markham, Laura. “10 Routines That Will Strengthen a Parent-Child Relationship.” Psychology 
Today, Sussex Publishers, 27 June 2017, www.psychologytoday.com/blog/peaceful-parents-happy-
kids/201706/ten-habits-strengthen-your-relationship-your-child.

Sports News
Basketball season is underway and Beacon School had a good 
start!  Our 11 under teams (boys and girls) notched their first wins 
during the opening at the Chinese International School Manila gym.  
The Girls Team beat the taller CISM team 14 - 9 while the Boys 
Team defeated Reedley 34 - 6.  Coaches Paco Madamba and Ish Tiu 
prepared their teams well which led to the great play of our students.

In Chess, our MYP team bagged the championship in the 1st Leg of 
the MISAA Chess Tournament.  The team played well enough to beat 
challengers from Reedley and Everest despite the absence of our 
key players.  Strong play from Sandro F., Tanisha C., Adrien C., Gilen 
P. and Noah S. led to the continued domination of Beacon School in the 14 and under division.  Our 8 
and under team finished 2nd runner-up behind Domuschola and Reedley.

In Taekwondo, Miguel A. bagged third place in a recent scholastic Taekwondo tournament.  He won 
all three of his matches to get the award.  Read his coach's comments below.

It's been a busy few weeks for Beacon School sports.  Please support our teams with well wishes and/
or your presence during the games. Go BEACON!!! FIGHT!!!

Miguel A. Wins Bronze at 
Taekwondo Championships 

Congratulations to Miguel A. (G8CL), who was the Cadet Boys Bronze Medalist at 
the 2017 National Age-Group Taekwondo Championships held last November 4-5, 
2017!

Miguel’s coach, Donnie, shares:
Miguel prepared intensively for this year’s National Age-Group competition. His 
performance during the tournament pushed the standard of our club’s cadet team. 

His competitive nature drove  his performance and allowed him to win a Bronze 
Medal in this prestigious national event. He had an outstanding 1st match and 
defeated a much more experienced athlete. He moved on to the semi-finals 
and fought another experienced fighter. He may have lost the semi-finals but he 
displayed true sportsmanship.
 
We are so proud of Miguel and we look forward to his next tournament. It is 
such a pleasure to work a dedicated athlete like Miguel.

http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/peaceful-parents-happy-kids/201706/ten-habits-strengthen-your-relationship-your-child
http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/peaceful-parents-happy-kids/201706/ten-habits-strengthen-your-relationship-your-child
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Miguel reflects on his experience:
Normally, I have Taekwondo twice in a week for an hour each, however, I had to train harder for this 
tournament. Sometimes I’d extend past the one hour for extra training, and I had to meet with my 
coaches on Sundays to do one on one training with my brother.  I started doing Taekwondo in Grade 
3, which is when I was age 9.  It was because my parents wanted to make me learn how to defend 
myself. 

To be honest, at first I didn’t like Taekwondo, but eventually, my perspectives switched.  I began to 
like Taekwondo because it taught me important values, such as to only use Martial Arts to defend yourself 
and discipline.

I am excited to compete in MISAA, since I want to compete for Beacon and then next year, when I return 
to Nationals, this time I want to win Gold. I don’t think that I have any future plans, but early next year, I’ll 
be doing a promotion test for Black Belt.

My parents supported me by going to the Tournament and cheering me on while I was fighting. 
Specifically, my mom got me the things that I needed for the tournament, such as the sensor socks and 
hand gloves, and my dad still came, even though he had a fractured fibula.

Beacon Academy Delegates Place in 
Top 100 at World Scholar’s Cup Tournament of 

Champions at Yale  University
The Beacon Academy's WSC delegation composed of Mattia A., Nuria 
B., and Summer M. won several medals and placed 98th out of over 300 
teams at the recent World Scholar's Cup Tournament of Champions held 
in Yale University, Connecticut, USA!

Individual awards were also given to the Academy’s delegates:
 
Debate: Group Ranking - 21

Scholar's Challenge: 
    Silver in Arts 
    Silver in Social Studies 
    Silver in Special Area 
    Silver in Science    
    Gold in Literature (19th out of 900+ scholars)
    Silver - Overall Scholar's Challenge
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Writing: Silver 

OVERALL TEAM AND INDIVIDUAL RANKING
   Team - 98
   Individual scholars:
        91 - Nuria
      181 – Summer

We are very proud of our team!  But we recognize that the experience and 
opportunity to participate in this global network was made possible through the kind 
assistance of a number of donations and we are truly grateful to those who believed 
in the Beacon Academy and wanted our community to reach for greater heights.

The World Scholar's Cup (WSC) is an international academic competition with 
students participating from across the globe. The competition was founded in 2006 
and has continued to attract what it describes as "a global community of future 
scholars and leaders.” Using four events: team debates, scholar’s bowl, collaborative 
writing, and scholar’s challenge, the WSC encourages students to discover their 
limitless potential. It also aims to bring students from different backgrounds and 
cultures together to discuss global issues that are relevant today and for the future.  
Learn more at www.beaconacademy.ph

http://www.beaconacademy.ph
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Call for Entries: Silent Auction
We would like to request for your support by encouraging your children to 
submit their artworks for the exhibit at Beacon which may possibly be selected 
for the Silent Auction at Silverlens.  For your guidance, we share the timeline 
and guidelines for this initiative below. 

Timeline for Student Art Exhibit and Auction:

§  Submission of Artwork: Wednesday, 14 February 2018

§  Exhibition of Art at Beacon School: Thursday, 1 March-Thursday, 5 April

§  Announcement of Selected Art for Auction: Thursday, 5 April

§  Silent Auction- Monday, 23 April 

We also invite you to visit Silverlens with your children- to view the artworks on exhibit, in their backroom, as 
well as for your children to see the space where their or their schoolmates' work will be exhibited. The gallery 
is located near Beacon School, on 2263 Pasong Tamo Extension. 

Guidelines for Submission of Art
§  This activity is open to all Beacon School students.

§  Students can submit art made individually or with a group of Beacon School Students.

§  Students may submit more than one work of art. Should there be limited space for displaying artwork, 
the student may be asked to select which work to display.

§  Artwork can be made outside of school or in school at specific times with the art teachers (schedule to 
be announced at a later date). Students must bring their own materials for their artwork.  

§  All artwork must be original and conceptualized and created by the student/students.

§  Any type of visual art can be submitted- e.g. Drawing, Painting, Watercolor, Digital Art, Sculpture, 
Ceramics, Photography, Stained Glass, Mosaic, etc.

§  Students can choose whether or not to frame their work. Artwork will be exhibited as submitted.

§  There are no limits to size/dimensions.

§  There is no specific theme or subject matter. Students should consider that their work will be displayed 
in Beacon School and viewed by our multi-cultural, PreK-Grade 8 community. The work must be 
appropriate for the sensibilities of all members of the community.

Work will be evaluated using the following criteria:
§  Visual Impact- the piece makes a statement, tells a story or makes the viewer curious

§  Expression and Creativity- the piece shows the student’s/students’ ideas and imagination

§  Craftmanship- the pieces shows the artist’s/artists’ skill in the particular medium

Deadline for submission is on Wednesday, 14 February 2018.
All artwork will be exhibited at Beacon School from March 1 to April 5. The announcement for which works 
will be auctioned will be made on April 5. Selected artworks will be auctioned at a Silent Auction on April 23 at 
Silverlens Gallery. A part of the proceeds will go to the BPA Fund to retrofit the new MPG.

Artwork that is not selected for auction will be returned to the students.

All entries must be accompanied by an entry form (see email sent 11/28/2017).
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